Aeroseal Offers Industry's First "Meet Code The First Time" Guarantee
New Duct Sealing Program For Residential New Construction (RNC) Projects Promises Fast
Guaranteed Results with Lower Cost For HVAC Contractors.
CENTERVILLE, Ohio (PRWEB) May 29, 2018 -- Aeroseal LLC today launched a new program that
guarantees contractors will meet standard building code requirements for duct sealing the first time, every time,
or its free. This unprecedented guarantee, being offered exclusively to those working on new home construction
projects, highlights the advantages of using aerosolized duct sealing technology over traditional sealing
methods including fast, guaranteed results with reduced labor hours.
“As new residential building codes get tighter, passing inspection is becoming increasingly difficult and
causing additional labor hours for contractors at a time when everyone is struggling with an industry-wide labor
shortage” said Aeroseal Vice President-Business Development, Bryan Barnes. “At the same time, Aeroseal
dealers are getting projects completed faster, so they can actually perform more work with fewer labor
resources. We are so confident in this new approach to duct sealing that we can guarantee our dealers that they
will meet expected code requirements for duct tightness the very first time – and ultimately at a lower cost as
well.”
Along with the Meet Code the First Time guarantee, Aeroseal’s new program for new home construction
contractors offers a number of other incentives designed to make the use of aerosol-based duct sealing a more
compelling choice. Other program offerings include a dedicated residential new construction system package,
new easy-to-pay purchasing options and a Quick Start rebate program that rewards contractors cash back based
upon the number of seals completed.
First used for sealing ductwork in existing homes, aerosol duct sealing is proving to be ideal for new residential
construction as well. Results from a study conducted for the U.S. Department of Energy found that aerosol duct
sealing is 50% more effective than traditional manual sealing and can reduce labor costs by as much as 70%.
This means contractors can now provide guaranteed airtight ducts to the builder, improve comfort and indoor
air quality for the homeowners, and reduce the cost requirements for new HVAC equipment.
“It’s often difficult to change the way we do things simply because of what we are used to,” said Barnes. “But
when a much better solution comes along, it’s only a matter of time before it becomes the new standard. The
new Meet Code the First Time Guarantee program is designed to make that transition as easy as possible.
Imagine being able to complete more projects, with less manpower, and to be able to provide additional
benefits to the builder and ultimately the homeowner.”
For more information about aeroseal duct sealing technology or the Meet Code the First Time Guarantee
program, visit www.aeroseal.com/rnc2018 or call us direct at 877-349-3828. Follow us on social media
#rnc2018 for related news and updates.
About Aeroseal Technology
Developed with funding from the U.S. Department of Energy and others, aeroseal technology solves the
endemic problems associated with duct leakage. Aeroseal is a computerized duct sealing process that works
from inside the ductwork to automatically locate and seal leaks. This inside/out approach to duct sealing makes
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it the first and only viable solution for effectively sealing leaks throughout the entire duct system, including the
most inaccessible sections of ductwork. The computerized sealing system allows contractors to control and
monitor the entire sealing process and provides an official report with before and after results at the end of each
job. Today, aeroseal technology has become the fastest, most effective way to meet code and reduce the time
and costs associated with sealing ductwork in new residential home construction projects.
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Contact Information
BRAD BRENNER
Brenner Associates
+1 (503) 736-0610
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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